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The Music Industry's Failed
Attempt to Influence
File Sharing Norms
By Steven A. Hetcher"
D gitization and related technologies such as
file-sharing software and wireless communications
are revolutionizing how intellectual content is
distributed and consumed. At the same time, the
ways in which consumers have chosen to use this
technology are challenging how characteristics of
intellectual property ownership are defined. Some
of the important rights promised to owners under
the Copyright Act may begin to appear as little
more than formal guarantees if the explosive trend
toward unauthorized copying continues to expand.
As a result, the content industry has viewed the
ever-expanding footprint of digital media as a mixed
blessing. While this technology promises vastly
more efficient means of distribution and
consumption of content, the industry has also
viewed this potential as constrained by the
technology's ability to perpetuate digital piracy.'
To hear the content industry tell it, the
growing problem of piracy represents a serious
threat to its very existence. While this doomsday
prophesy is hyperbolic, policy makers in the arts
policy community nevertheless have a duty to
evaluate the merits of this claim, as the continued
commercial viability of the content industry must
surely be a core concern of any realistic cultural
policy. One implicitly thinks of cultural policy as
deriving from governmental agencies or public
arts organizations such as museums, but de facto
cultural policy may also derive from private profitseeking entities such as film studios or record
labels.' The following discussion will examine the
activities of a loosely affiliated group of private
actors whom I will label anti-piracy norm
entrepreneurs. These entrepreneurs are
attempting to exert a dramatic impact on arts
policy as it relates to file-sharing behavior by
means of shifting the public away from the

permissive social norms that have emerged with
regard to this behavior.
Generally speaking, norm entrepreneurs
seek to alter some particular social norm or set of
social norms.3 Depending on the situation, a norm
entrepreneur may seek to strengthen or solidify
already existing norms, or alternatively extinguish
dominant norms and replace them with new ones.
Representatives of the copyright industries have
in the past acted as norm entrepreneurs. Charles
Dickens toured the United States in order to drum
up support for U.S. laws that would afford
copyright protection to foreign authors.4 In the
post-Napster era, music industry norm
entrepreneurs battle especially against the
proliferation of online networks that utilize peerto-peer software. Copyright owners have become
increasingly frustrated at their failure, both through
legal or technological means, to halt or even
substantially slow the rapid growth of piracy
perpetuated by means of peer-to-peer networks.
But these networks only facilitate the piracy - it is
people's actions that constitute the piracy. Piracy
requires pirates.
Piracy would drop off dramatically if enough
people came to see file-sharing as morally wron
and acted on that belief. Instead, however, large
numbers of people see file-sharing as permissible
With regard to the prevalent norm that digital copyinj
is permissible, one commentator has remarked
"Napster Inc. taught more than 70 million consumer!
that 'peer to peer' meant copying whatever they
wanted from other people's computers withoui
paying for it."' A major impediment to curtailing
online piracy has been the pervasiveness of thi!
permissive file-sharing norm.6 Vast segments of the
potential market for copyright-protected conteni
have the access, ability and inclination to make
unauthorized copies of albums, movies, books anc
video games with little fear of recrimination and fee
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it is permissible to do so. There has been much
attention in the legal literature and popular press to
the efforts of copyright owners to protect their
content through legal, regulatory and technological
battles. This paper instead focuses on the battle
between competing norms - a battle for the hearts
and minds of consumers of digital content.
Because social norms are at the heart of
the industry's inability to deter mass-scale copyright

Computer, Inc. have been more explicit in their
promotion of file-sharing, most conspicuously with
their Rip.Mix.Burn. advertising campaign.
While norm entrepreneurship may be
difficult, there are numerous examples of success.
For example, organizations such as Mothers Against
Drunk Driving (MADD) have campaigned with
reasonable success to alter drunk driving norms by
increasing awareness of the costs associated with
this behavior and
causing it to be viewed
as
socially
objectionable. While
we often speak of

Changing social norms is Iiard enough

under the best of circumstaraces, but the
content industry has th e additional
hurdle that it faces opposit iofl oI prnted in mainvate actors who are interested
n 1 inthat
fl9
taining the permissive non

norms as beliefs or

attitudes, they are
significantly
more
understood in their
behavioral aspect. It is
drunk-driving behavior
gets people killed.
Normative beliefs an
attitudes are important,
but this is due to the
fact that they strongly
infringement, perhaps a social norms approach may correlate with, and often partially cause, certain
be the best solution to the problem. At any rate, the behaviors. Take away this positive correlation and
content industry has behaved as if this were true, as the incidence of norm entrepreneurs attempting to
it has expended considerable effort to shape social alter the beliefs and attitudes of others would drop
norms in a direction more favorable to copyright precipitously. MADD is fairly seen as having sought
holders. Groups such as the Recording Industry to change established patterns of behavior between
Association of America (RIAA), the Motion Picture friends such as the one whereby drunk driving was
Association of America (MPAA) and Artists Against in many instances permissible, to one in which, as
Piracy (AAP), have sought to change consumer the saying goes, "Friends don't let friends drive
behavior from the current situation to one more drunk" It is all well and good that people come to
protective of copyright holders' rights in creative internalize the linguistic norm that friends should not
content. These groups have sought to teach let friends drive drunk, but what really matters in
consumers that file sharing is not permissible the end is whether friends do indeed let their friends
behavior but is instead tantamount to stealing and drive drunk. Similar to Mothers Against Drunk
therefore morally wrong in the same way that stealing Driving, anti-piracy norm entrepreneurs act in the
is morally wrong.
belief that they too can have a meaningful impact in
Changing social norms is hard enough under shifting public attitudes toward norms they deem
the best of circumstances, but the content industry more appropriate with the hope that this will in turn
has the additional hurdle that it faces opposition from affect the behavior of typical Internet users.
private actors who are interested in maintaining the
Widespread norms that are permissive of
permissive norm. Groups such as the Electronic file-sharing apparently exist for reasons other than
Frontier Foundation, while not promoting piracy, per as a direct result of formal legal regulation of one
se, nevertheless have sought to promote the sort or another, for these norms stand in stark
unimpeded flourishing of a panoply of technologies opposition to a clear legal rule making the vast run
such as peer-to-peer networks, which implicitly of current file sharing an act of copyright
promote piracy. Other entrepreneurs, such as Apple infringement.7 Thus, to better understand these
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norms, their non-legal sources of support must be
explored. Understanding the sources and causal
supports of these norms is of great practical
importance to anti-piracy norm entrepreneurs, as
there is likely to be a strong connection between
how these norms are maintained and how they may
be replaced, that is, cease to be maintained. If the
following study is of interest, it should be informative
regarding whether the copyright industries are
engaged in a pragmatic enterprise, or are instead, to
evoke a venerable metaphor from the book recently
voted the greatest novel of all time, tilting at windmills.
We will see that to date, anti-piracy norm
entrepreneurs have encountered little success in
their quest to change prevailing social norms. This
finding begs the further question as to why these
entrepreneurs appear intent on continuing their
efforts. Are they indeed merely tilting at windmills
or might they also have other goals in mind that allow
them to claim a measure of success despite their
failure to shift norms?
Beyond the immediate concerns of content
owners, important policy questions are raised as well
by the efforts of the anti-piracy norm entrepreneurs.
Specifically, how is the battle to shape file-sharing
norms to be evaluated from the perspective of the
goals of copyright law
and, more broadly,from
the perspective of the
debate over public
versus
private
regulation of the
constituent elements
of social order?'
The main focus

will be on the efforts of

file-sharing norm is actually three distinct though
related behavioral norms. We will see that
proponents of this norm cluster have offered nine
separate justifications for their adherence. In viewing
the diversity and numerosity of rationales, one better
appreciates the difficulty of the anti-piracy norm
entrepreneur's task. The next Part will then examine
the efforts at norm entrepreneurship by those
opposed to this permissive norm cluster.
Understanding the efforts to shift the public
away from the permissive file sharing norm is the
key to understanding the most significant turn of
events in the content industry's relationships to the
creative content consuming public, namely, the fact
that the music industry initiated infringement lawsuits
against members of the file-sharing public. Suing one's
customers and potential customers is a dubious
business strategy, one for which the industry has
been roundly criticized. Yet the music industry was
arguably forced into this extreme measure due to
its failure to shift the public away from its permissive
file sharing behavior. In other words, the industry
has worked on the premise that if moral suasion
will not do the trick then maybe scaring and
threatening people will.

66 If one is ;oing to sue one's customers and h ave any hope of retaining
them as customers, one would do
well to jt istify these actions to the
public to the extent that doing so
le. 99
is
i-issib

norm entrepreneurs
with respect to the
music industry. Of the
various major sectors
of the arts or creative
content industries, the
music industry has to
date been most affected by online file copying. It is
these entrepreneurs who feel most embattled and
who have taken the most dramatic steps to promote
their preferred norms. Both the efforts made by
artists as norm proselytizers and the recording
industry as norm entrepreneurs will be examined. 9
I will first describe the emergence of a social
norm that is permissive of file sharing. The so-called

But the best explanation of recent events
cannot be this simple, as it would not explain the
significant fact that the industry has continued its
norm entrepreneurship efforts even as it has ramped
up its legal assault on its customers. It appears that
efforts to change the moral stature of file sharing
may serve other purposes besides the early intended
purpose of changing the public moral perception of
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file sharing. I will suggest that one such purpose is
to provide moral legitimacy for the lawsuits. If one is
going to sue one's customers and one has any hope
of retaining them as customers, one would do well
to justify one's actions to the public to the extent
that that is possible. While complete success in this
effort may be elusive, even partial success may be and apparently is - worth the effort, as the industry
can generally be presumed to best know its own
interests when it
continues its norm
entrepreneurship efforts in the teeth of the
persistent permissive norm.
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O
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The permissive attitude toward online filesharing did not arise in a vacuum. Quite the contrary,
there is a rich history of social practices involving

from increased competition due ultimately to the
greater availability of printing presses.' ° Napsterwas
quintessentially a problem arising from mass
distribution of copying technology, and printing
presses were not at the time of the Statute of Anne
a mass market phenomenon. However, it is not
enough that a new copying technology be a mass
market phenomenon for it to create a Napster
problem. For example, cameras are widely owned
but in general people do not widely use them to
infringe others' copyrights, although cameras clearly
present this opportunity."' The camera only began
to pose a problem to copyright when it was installed
as a part inside a larger machine, the photocopy
machine. While early photocopy machines first
appeared in the early 1900s, it was not until the
introduction of the high speed copier in 1960 that
the publishing industry perceived itself to face a
serious threat from photocopying piracy. 2 It is
ironic that while a picture is thought to be worth a
thousand words, the overwhelming use of cameras
as tools of copyright infringement is their use in taking
pictures of pages of
text. Apparently then
a picture is worth
something closer to
300 words, at least that
is the case with one-

66Apparently, a pi cture is
worth something closer to
300 words. 9
unauthorized copying that is plausibly seen as
providing the normative seedbed out of which the
permissive file-sharing norm sprouted. Most
important, many in the original generation of file
sharers grew up freely using VCRs, cassette
recorders, and photocopy machines to duplicate
copyright protected materials without permission
and with reckless abandon.
As is often noted, copyright is an area of the
law that is especially sensitive to technological
developments, particularly those involving advances
in copying technology. Not all of these developments
present Napster problems, however. Formal
copyright protection begins in the Anglo-American
legal system with the Statute of Anne, which was
passed to protect the book trade's royal monopoly

inch

margins

and

double spacing.
The
highspeed copier led to
w i d e s p r e a d
unauthorized copying.
If lawsuits be taken as
an indication, the main threat appears to have come
from organizations and corporations rather than
individuals. Williams & Wilkins and Texaco v.
Geophysical were leading early decisions in which a
segment of the content industry found itself forced
to sue to attempt to vindicate its rights. Each of
these cases involved unauthorized photocopying on
a large scale. In Williams & Wilkins, a publisher of
medical journals sued the National Institute of
Health. 3 The NIH had four full-time employees
copying articles from medical journals to distribute
to users of the Institute's medical library. 4 In Texaco
v. Geophysical, Texaco Corp. had a practice of
subscribing to scientific journals and then copying
articles for use by its researchers." These fact
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patterns thus do not involve copying in a home-use
context. A more recent case that involves
unauthorized copying at a level closer to mass
consumers involves the retail photocopying chain,
Kinkos.16 Kinkos was sued for making student
"classpaks". 7 Nevertheless, however, it was Kinkos
that was sued as the direct infringer rather than the
students, who after all just picked up the coursepaks
and paid for them. 8
The closest analogies to the situation of file
sharing come from the copying practices that
emerged in the wake of the introduction of first,
cassette recorders, which were used to record songs
from the radio or from a stereo, and second, the
introduction of VCRs,
which were used to
copy programs from
the television. Like file
sharing, which is
facilitated by mass

"

possession of Internet
access and media
storage and playback

devices, copying songs
and

TV

programs

revolved

around

widespread

home

possession and use of

view was the widely held sentiment that homeuse copying was fair use.
Thus it is plausible to suppose that everyday filesharers would naturally see the older permissible
norm as applicable in a situation kindred to that of
online copying and so, by a sort of everyday moral
equivalent of the principle of treating like cases alike,
would be inclined to see the online situation as an
instance of permissible copying as well.
When it came to theVCR, however, the film
industry invested significant resources in trying to
run the pirates aground. In Sony v. Universal--the
famous Betamax case-there was no current crisis
forcing the industry to act." It was not the case

On c co

nsumers are allowed to
purctias video recorders, it is
turalfor themto assume
thatthe use of these recorders is
legal.

cassette recorders and
VCRs.
The
music
industry was of course
well aware that these machines could be used, and
were being used, to record copyright protected
music.' 9 The industry did little with respect to
cassette recorders. This may be due to the fact that
this technology presented no great threat as the
copies made were degraded to such a point that
there was little chance the practice could grow to
largely usurp the legitimate product. It is also true,
however, that it would have been very difficult to
pursue home users. While contemporary pirates
typically leave electronic trails, this was not true of
pirates using cassette recorders." This relative
inaction by the industry contributed to the belief,
though implicit it may have been, that such "private,"
"home-use' "non-commercial" copying was fair use.
The music industry has never accepted this position
on fair use, however. Its position is that unauthorized
copying, even in the home, is an infringement.
Nevertheless, in tension with the industry's legalistic

that owners of content shown on television were
suffering from lost revenues due to home recording
of on-air broadcasting by viewers using what were
then called VTRs.2" Instead, the content industry is
best viewed as attempting to nip a potentially
threatening new technology in the bud before it
became an actual threat. The result was not a happy
one for the copyright industries, however. After
taking the case to the Supreme Court, the industry
lost in a 5 to 4 decision in which the court found a
fair use exception for "time-shifting. '23 As the
industry might well have predicted at the time of
the decision, the fact that the exception was limited
to time-shifting was soon forgotten, even by those
24
who should know better
The concrete result of the decision was that
recorders were not taken off the consumer
electronics market. Once consumers are allowed
to purchase video recorders, it is quite natural for
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them to assume that the use of these recorders is
legal. Thus, it is quite plausible to suppose that despite
black-letter law, Sony has served to promote a more
general norm that is permissive of non-commercial,
home-use copying.
Copyright law puts the content industry in a
Catch-22 when it comes to containing threats posed
by new copying techniques. The basic problem is
that if the industry sues early on when the
technology is new, then the industry faces the threat
that a court will find fair use, due to the fact that the
relatively new technology has yet to cause significant
harm. But on the other hand, if the industry waits to
sue, it risks a situation in which consumer end-users
have time to establish infringing patterns of
behavior-customs of unauthorized copying-that
themselves may incline a court toward a finding of
fair use. The first scenario happened in both the
landmark photocopying case, Williams & Wilkins, and
in Sony v. Universal, the landmark analog recording
case. In each case, the court found fair use despite
the fact of widespread copying, in important part
due to lack of significant injury to plaintiffs.2 ' The
second scenario is arguably part of the explanation
for the court's outcome in the famous piano roll
case, White-Smith Music Publishing Co. v. Apollo
Co.2 6 Because over one-million households already
had purchased piano players and piano rolls in
reliance on the status quo failure to accord copyright
status to piano rolls, the court was reluctant to step
27
in and instead deferred to Congress.
With the advent of digital tape in the 1980s,
the industry again sought to act early before a
threatening new copying technology had time to
establish itself in the customary practices of
consumers. The industry feared digitization because,
unlike analog, the technology was capable of making
an infinite number of perfect or nearly perfect copies.
The industry feared that the digital tape recorder
would become the pirate's dream machine. What
ensued was an extended battle in Washington that
resulted in the passage by Congress in 1992 of the
Audio Home Recording Act.18 This Act sets up a
complex regime of built-in copyright management
technology in digital audio tape (DAT) recorders and
a system of royalties built into the price of the tape
media.2 9
DAT recorders never caught on
commercially, however. If they had, America would
have come to have had experience with behavioral
norms built around copyright management
technologies and royalty payments.30 Instead of the

feared crisis of digital tape piracy,the music industry
continued to flourish as CD sales remained strong
throughout the 1990s. In addition, back catalogue
sales grew significantly as millions of music lovers
replaced works they already owned on vinyl and
tape with CD versions.3' But digitization may come
in many forms.
In sum, Napster and its peer-to-peer
successors came into existence in a world where
unauthorized copying of creative content was widely
viewed as permissible under a number of
circumstances created by the emergence of new
copying technologies. The impact of the Internet on
unauthorized copying of music files was nearly
immediate, as thousands and then millions of people
began uploading and downloading files using so-called
online bulletin boards.3
Early Internet lawsuits
reflect this trend.3 Due to the smaller capacity of
early systems, the files exchanged were typically text
files, files containing a photograph, typically
pornographic, or video games.34 At this time the
technology to exchange music files was not widely
available. This changed with the development of MP3
file compression technology which quickly led to
3
more widespread exchange of music files online. 1
But the absolute levels of file exchange were still
small and the music business was still healthy.
With Napster, everything changed; filesharing was made dramatically easier, and instances
of file sharing exploded. The music industry's lawsuit
put Napster out of business but file sharers quickly
migrated to other peer-to-peer networks. These are
more troublesome for the music industry for a few
reasons. First, some, like Gnutella, have no
commercial entity behind them and thus there is
no one to pursue legally in order to curtail file-sharing
using this service.3 6 Second, others, like Grokster,
have been well lawyered in light of the Napster
decision such that defendants are in a position to
offer a stronger legal defense.3 1 Third, others, like
Kazaa, are located outside the U.S. and thus are
38
difficult to pursue legally as a practical matter.
Add to these factors the force from a general early
Internet norm favoring a permissive, anything goes
attitude toward activities in cyberspace generally. And
finally, there were a number of corporate entities
that had an interest in the continued popularity of
file sharing. This activity has been an engine of growth
for a number of pieces of the technology that allows
file sharing to occur. This is true for all the PC
companies such as Dell that include built-in CD
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burners into low-priced PCs. These CD burners
have often been featured in the promotional efforts
of the PC makers. So too providers of Internet
access such as AOL or Comcast benefit from piracy
because the desires of kids to be able to file share is
a factor in the equation whereby a parent decides
to get Internet access, or get high-speed access. Then
there are all the makers of MP3 players and makers
of blank CDs. Many of these companies have not
shied away from promoting file sharing. Most brazen
perhaps is Apple's Rip.Mix.Burn campaign.3 9
Other companies that do not sell related
products, per se, nevertheless trade on file sharing's
millennial chic. For example, a recent media campaign
by Marriott hotels featured an Ashton Kutcher lookalike playing guitar while standing on a bed, with the
back of a laptop prominently displayed in the
foreground of the image.
Having looked at the precursors to the permissive
sharing norm, the next section will look at the
rationales that are offered for this norm in the
context of sharing of music files.

M.

have been partly formative in bringing about the
permissive norm. The following passage captures
the spirit of this rationale and summarizes the thinking
of one of the rationale's leading proponents, John
Perry Barlow:
Many theorists like John Barlow are
coming to recognize that peer-to-peer
computing may not be the death of
commercial opportunity, rather the start of
a different system. As has been widely
reported, US CD sales have risen by 20%
since MP3 was widely adopted. And
however hard Hollywood may be fighting
DeCSS, the software used to decode DVDs,
it also needs to remember that the VCR,
which it fought for years, helped to increase
revenue.
It was the same with computer software.
After fighting duplication, the software
industry learnt that the more a program is
pirated, the more likely it is to become the
standard. In other words, abundance breeds

o-l l-

6File-sharingis good fortherecord
People have
offered a variety of
rationales for the filesharing norm. The
most common and
most interesting of
these follow, beginning
with one that is now
generally discredited
but which was heard
frequently in the early
period of the emergence of the file-sharing norm.

industry because sharing MP3's
online increases the public's appetite for music

i. File-sharing is good for the record industry
because sharing MP3's online increases the
public's appetite for music.
It was possible to express this belief credibly
in the early Napster days.4° Since record industry
sales began their nosedive in 2001, however, one
rarely hears this viewpoint expressed. It is
nevertheless worth mentioning here because even
if the rationale is now discredited, it may nevertheless

abundance. "The free proliferation of
expression does not decrease its
commercial value," argues Barlow. "Free
access increases it, and should be
encouraged ... The war is on, all right, but to
my mind it's over.The future will win; there
will be no property in cyberspace."'
2. Owners of the hard copy containing the music,
video, etc. should be able to do what they want

with it.
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This attitude transfers norms of property
applicable to physical objects to the realm of
intellectual property. This phenomenon can be
labeled norm transference. This sentiment is
expressed in the following passage:
Some have argued that the concept of
intellectual property rights actually dilutes
real property rights, in that an intellectual
property owner can actually limit what I can
do with a physical medium such as a book.
That means I,as the owner of a tangible piece
of property, such as a book, cannot do what
I, as a property owner, should be able to do
with my property. Intellectual property has
4
unfairly limited my rights.

downloads an MP3 from Napster. The
industry plays on people's devotion to their
favorite artists. In reality, the people who
stand to lose the most are the wealthy chief
executives of the record companies.
Record sales pay their salaries.
The artists often promote piracy.
When the Napster scandal was in full gear,
countless artists publicly said they approved.
True artists want people to witness their
creations and form a connection with it by
any means possible. Another reason for their
lack of concern with piracy is the way they
earn a living. While record sales do affect
paychecks, the real meat of their income
comes from performing.44

3. If foile-sharingtechnology is ultra-convenient,
5. The artists claiming to be most affected
I should be able to use it.
are all rich anyway.
While at first glance this may appear to be
This widely-held belief is problematic not
a norm only among the Jesse James' of the world,
things may be more complex as a normative position just for wealthy recording studios and artists, but
akin to this may be an implication of the utilitarian also for less-successful artists who may still lose sales
orthodoxy currently hegemonic in American to piracy: "Music fans want vengeance. Download a
copyright. This viewpoint is captured in the following song and stick it to the big-label honchos.Angry fans
don't want to hear about copyright control from
quote:
monstrously wealthy artists like Metallica. But
Napster is not the problem. The
consider fiercely independent players like Aimee
buccaneering Web site serves to focus our
Mann. She recently re-established her career with
attention on a bigger issue, digital piracy.And
help from her own Web site sales, and she doesn't
the heart of the issue isn't copying or even
want to hear how Napster visitors are just sharing,
money. It's convenience.
4
rather than illegally copying her songs."
The problem is that digital technology
However, any copyright enforcement by
does exactly what it is designed to do. It
large media companies may only serve to reinforce
makes things easier.
the norm:
Copying music is nothing new. Nearly
"The problem with the Recording
everyone has lent an album to a friend for
Artists
Coalition battle in California is that
taping or snagged a show from the television
it's perceived as rich artists trying to make
with the VCR. Digital technology just makes
43
even more money," says Brian Austin
the copying and lending easier.
Whitney, a songwriter who is the president
of Just Plain Folks. "But we're representing
the 99 percent of artists who sell 500 to
4.
The artists aren't being hurt anyway,
5,000 CDs a year.They can make a decent
because all CD revenues go to record
living without having to sign with a major
companies who radically overcharge for their
label."44
CDs.
This widely expressed sentiment is stated
acerbically by the author of the following remark.
The music industry wants people to
believe everyone involved will be left unable
to raise their families if Joe Schmoe

6. It's not hurting anyone because it's like
existing legal uses of technology such as VCR
copying or copying tapes from radio stations.
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... As I write this column listening to burned
The problem for the content industry is not
music, let's hope that Metallica and other
that this thought is legally unassailable, far from it,
artists remember why they got into music
but rather that this thought appears commonin the first place, when they couldn't get 20
sensical, given the available information and
experience most people are working with.
people to show up at the club they were
playing in. Let's hope they remember that
I'm not a particularly die-hard Napster user,
and appreciate that Napster plays a huge part
but I've downloaded quite a collection through the
in the realization of the idealistic notion of
service. And although I got along fine before I even
48
art for art's sake.
knew Napster existed, now that I have it, I'm not so
willing to live without it.
I also don't see how the mix CDs I've made
from MP3s are much
different from the
copying and taping
from the radio that has
it
gone on for years.
Maybe copying in the
past was justified by
someone
knowing
bought it at one point,
Still, with Napster,most
of the songs on the
network were paid
for
by
a
user
somewhere.
Many
songs
that
are
downloaded have already been released on the radio. 8. File-sharing technology has such a high
The industry has already put it out there for me to potential utilityfor society that it should not be
listen to for free.
impeded by the content industry's monopolistic
Why should I pay to download it?47
practices.

One miglh well expect moral behav-

ior to be h eartily embraced under circumstanc es in which it happens to
overlap vvith the demands of rational self-ir iterest. 9

7. Artists are creating music because they want
to share their creative impulses,so it's illegitimate
for anyone to attempt to restrict exposure based
on a profit motive.
While it is not common to see this sentiment
expressed explicitly in these terms, it nevertheless
appears that there is a tinge of this sentiment present
in the background of how many fans view their
relationship with their favorite artists.
What is an artist?A true artist?A true artist
is someone who doesn't care about making
money. It is someone whose primary
concern should be that their art is heard their message is heard - by as many people
as possible.That their music can reach more
people as a result of Napster should be
enough to pledge support to the filesharing software.

This sentiment goes to show that acting in a
utilitarian fashion need not always involve sacrifice.
One might well expect moral behavior to be heartily
embraced under circumstances in which it happens
to overlap with the demands of rational self49
interest.
But piracy is not the most important
reason copyright holders have been slow to
embrace the net. A bigger reason is the threat
the Internet presents to their relatively
comfortable ways of doing business. "Major
copyright holders" have enjoyed the benefits
of a relatively concentrated industry. The
Internet threatens this comfortable existence.
The low cost of digital production and
distribution could mean much greater
competition in the production of content 0
9. Anything on the Internet is public domain,
and loses ownership characteristics.
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This copyleft sentiment is perhaps
surprisingly widely expressed, given what is plausibly
seen as an ever more market-oriented society.
Have we been misled? Isn't it our Godgiven right as Americans to download and burn
Pink Floyd songs? And porn!
Yes. Despite the fears of a cabal of
techno-phobic old men, online music will live
on. The Internet is, by definition, a forum for
the free exchange of information.The genie has
been let out of the bottle, and even the

"

especially musically inclined, or both, and that with
new generations of increasingly-savvy consumers, the
industry's troubles with piracy will only increase.
These possibilities will be considered in the next
Part.

This Part will discuss efforts by anti-piracy
norm entrepreneurs in the aftermath of the Napsrer
decision to bring about a shift away from the
dominant permissive
norms. How feasible
these attempts are will
ultimately depend on a
better understanding
of the sources of these
norms and the forces
at play in their
maintenance. Antipiracy entrepreneurs
simply have to face the
possibility that despite
their best efforts, the
forces at play in
maintaining permissive
norms
may
be
stronger than they can
practically combat.
As noted earlier, the concept of a norm is
ambiguous between the linguistic or verbal sense
of the term and the more fundamental sense in
which a norm is a pattern of behavior of a particular
sort. The copyright industries are most interested
in the behavior of file sharers, not what they say or
think. While not optimal, these industries could
nevertheless live with a situation in which people
internalize and prescribe permissive norms as long
as they refrain from conforming to the norms in
their behavior, that is, as long as they refrain from
actual file sharing. It is conformative actions not
normative words that lead to plaintiffs' injuriestheir lost sales and lost control over their derivative
works, etcetera - and thus it is this behavior that
copyright owners ultimately seek to change. This
fact of course does not in any way gainsay the fact
that how people think and feel about file-sharing is
integrally connected with how they act vis-A-vis
file-sharing.
Thus, music industry norm
entrepreneurs are best understood as having a

On the other handitmaybethe case that
most non-file-sharers are simply not techsavvy not especially musically inclined, or
both, and that with new generations of increasingly-savvy consumers, the indusbys
troubles with piracy will only increase. 9

government hasn't the means to stuff his ass
back in."'
The above discussion has briefly
considered nine distinct attitudes, beliefs or
sentiments that have been expressed by ordinary
people in favor of the practice of unauthorized filesharing. Given this numerosity, it is perhaps not
surprising that file-sharing is truly a mass felonious
phenomenon of rare proportions. 2 Even given this
situation, the record industry might find comfort in
the fact that while the fact of sixty million file-sharers
may sound dire, it is nevertheless true as well that
3
global music sales in 2003 totaled $32 billion.1
Perhaps there is a quiet majority who think
unauthorized file-sharing is wrong and who refrain
from doing so at least in part for that reason. In
other words, it may be the case that many people
practice a different norm, one according to which
the copying of intellectual property without the
permission of the content owner is not permissible.
On the other hand, it may be the case that most
non-file-sharers are simply not tech-savvy, not
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complex strategy: on the one hand, they seek to
change how people think and feel about file sharing
because they think this will have an impact on
peoples' behavior, and, on the other hand, they also
seek more direct
means to influence this
behavior. While the
focus will be on

industry efforts to
alter the course of
dominant social norms,
a fuller account would
seek to understand
industry's
the

combined

and

the media, reflecting a social undercurrent of
hostility toward file sharing. While these sentiments
were in the minority, they nevertheless are
significant as they may reasonably be taken to

The cor )yright industries are
m ostin terested in the behavior of f: le sharers, not what
they sal , or think.

coordinated efforts to
seek more favorable
laws as well as more
favorable norms. As
noted at the outset, it
is arguably due to their failure to successfully shift
norms that the industry was driven to the more
drastic step of initiating lawsuits against file sharers.
Attempts to shape attitudes and behavior
towards file-sharing involved conveying two core
messages. First, that file-sharing is illegal according to
U.S. law, which includes both the normative claim
that violating the law is wrong, and the normative
claim that file-sharing is illegal because it is analogous
to theft, which is morally wrong. Second, intense
efforts were undertaken to promote the normative
claim that artists are victimized, which contextualizes
"file-sharing is theft" within a specific moral situation
seen as most likely to persuade fans. While the
recording industry, principally represented by the
RIAA, was active in promoting both messages, artists
were most active in voicing their frustration at being
victimized by digital piracy. Thus, while artists
incorporated arguments about the illegality of filesharing and immorality of theft, they were primarily
concerned with illustrating a specific context in
which these more general norms were morally
compelling. They suggested that the victimization of
artists made "file-sharing is illegal" and "file-sharing is
theft" more recognizable as reprehensible.
Before examining the efforts of the antipiracy entrepreneurs, it is worth noting that not all
the world advocated the permissive norm. To the
contrary, as the following three expressions of
sentiment indicate, there have been many
expressions of criticism of the permissive norm in

indicate that the copyright industries may find some
receptive ears for their norm entrepreneurship
efforts.

Norm
The anti-file sharing norm is to denounce
and refrain from participation in file-sharing. This
norm says copying without the permission of the
content owner is wrong. The following rationales
have been the leading ones offered in support of
this belief:
i. Copying is theft because intellectual
property is the same as tangible property, and
everyone considers the theft of tangible
property to be immoral.
Drawing an equation between file-sharing
and theft is the refrain most often heard by those
opposed to online piracy:
Basically, it's theft. It may be fun and cool
and a great way to expand your music library,
but it's still theft.... Here you are, being really
clever, ripping off the big, bad corporate world.
It's not unlike liberating a can of soda from the
dorm's vending machine.
But this is the real world. In the real
world, people pay for their sodas. In the real
world, people get paid for their work and for
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their ideas. In the real world, stealing that work
is considered, well, stealing.
... It doesn't matter whether this theft
took place in a record store or on the
Internet, in the form of music exchange or
movie exchange, as the new Scour.com
service allows users to do.
... Clearly, our society cannot give up
standards of right and wrong just because
we've found new ways of doing things.5 4

We need to remind ourselves that
copyright is an internationally accepted
mechanism for protecting and encouraging the
arts - indeed, it is a fundamental human right whereas the raison d'etre of peer-to-peer (P2P)
networks is to arrange for widespread access
to recorded music without any return to the
artist or writer.Yes, such services can provide a
new and legitimate outlet for "undiscovered
artists" who are happy for their music to be
exposed in this way, but the fact is that the
2. Unless content owners can control their overwhelming majority of downloads accessed
content, they will not be able to reap financial through these services are of songs by
benefits from it, giving them no incentive to
successful and established artists. To state
create such content.
otherwise is a gross misrepresentation of the
truth. 6
This line of thought is found most often in
business-oriented publications, either in articles or 0. The RhhU/ Temces the MegziDy
op-ed pieces.
of R~eShng
If we remove the avenue by which
the performers and writers of these songs are
The RIAA has mounted significant efforts
paid, we remove their incentive to create. The
to
educate
the public regarding copyright law's
wholesale piracy of the world's popular music
application
to
file-sharing, reflecting a presumption
may well serve the everything-for-nothing
expectation of the "me
generation", but it
ultimately devalues a
fundamental
ingredient of modern
culture.
P2P's continued
exploitation of other
people's property is no
solution; it simply
encourages
the
misconception that
music online is free and
that will ultimately
diminish the quality and quantity of music
that users fail to consider their behavior illegal. The
available to us all.55
industry's efforts to educate the public as to the
legal prohibitions against file-sharing, and to
3.
Artists who have labored to produce demonstrate why file-sharing cannot be considered
fair use of intellectual property, have incorporated
creative output have a right to be
descriptions of what existing copyright law is in order
compensated for it.
to inform or correct public conceptions of the law.
It is common to conceive of creators as Some have professed surprise that the RIAA could
possessing natural rights over the product of their really have the goal of informing the public about
labors. This broadly Lockean sentiment is expressed the legality of file-sharing. To copyright owners in
particular, it may seem obvious to all that file-sharing
in the following passage.
is illegal. In fact, however, there is a good deal of
confusion on this issue. The confusion is completely

6Here you are, being really clever,
ripping off the big, bad corporate
world. It's not unlike liberating a
can of soda from the dorm's vending machine. 9
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understandable given that copying movies from the
television is widely understood to be legal, 7 and
copying a file from the Internet seems to many and not unreasonably - to be materially
indistinguishable from copying from the TV.
Recognizing this need to inform the public
of the illegality of file-sharing was arguably a goal of
the Napster litigation. One element of the content
industry's efforts to affect copying behavior is of
course the extensive legal crusade it has mounted
against file-sharing services, the most notorious
example of which was
the Napster case. The
RIAA has worked hard
to get maximum
publicity for this
litigation and its other
lawsuits and normefforts.
shaping
an
According to
industry insider,"There
is a segment of society
vi L
L--A
iI
not
does
that
understand that file
copying or shifting or
sharing, or whatever
they like to call it, is
wrong. We need to continue to work to get the
message out there that it's illegal, which is why we
bring cases the way we do." 8 Thus, while the
content industry's heavily publicized legal battle
against Napster was intended to physically prevent
Napster from continuing to facilitate copyrightinfringing behavior, it can also be viewed as a norm
entrepreneurial effort to send a message to filesharing participants through a concrete legal
decision that file-sharing could not be construed as
fair use in the same way that taping from the TV
might be. 9 As things turned out, the Napster
decision did more than serve to inform the public
of the music industry's viewpoint regarding the
illegality of file-sharing, it actually served to establish
this as a legal fact.60
Another educational effort by the RIAA has
been the attempt to inform the downloading public
about the nature of copyright law. A poignant
example of this strategy is the RIAA's website. Its
objective appears to be to engender both an
awareness of the specifics of intellectual property
law as applied to file-sharing, as well as an awareness
of the Constitutional roots of copyright. It squarely

targets potential file-sharing participants, and caters
to their demand for online music consumption."
The RIAA's emphasis on copyright as
constitutionally grounded seems intended to
associate copyright with the reverence generally
reserved for what are viewed as fundamental rights.
Interestingly, the RIAA's website attempts to
generate this regard by implying that copyright's
placement in the Constitution, preceding the Bill of
Rights, implies that it is somehow at least equally
important as the rights enumerated in the

Ironically the best place for the
RIAA to trumpet its message
would probably be an ad on
.L V ..Lk.._.L

~..'B
L
I.AJ.

amendments. For example, when the site provides
a summary of the constitutional history of copyright,
it observes:
Before free speech, before freedom of
assembly, before freedom of religion, there
was copyright protection in our
Constitution. The founding fathers knew
copyright protection could improve society
by preserving the economic incentive for
people to come up with brilliant ideas and
inventions. They also realized the
fundamental fairness of granting control of
the creative work to the author.62
The message embedded in this description
of copyright's history can be interpreted as
suggesting, to those interested enough in file-sharing
to research it, that copyright is a fundamental right
established prior to any fundamental right listed in
the amendments. Thus, copyright is implicitly of at
least equal priority, and the importance to society
placed upon copyright by the Founders compels a
similar recognition of its importance by current
citizens. As a practical matter,this effort at education
probably has had little effect for the simple reason
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that the RIAA website is a minor site that is unlikely
to reach the mass of file sharers. It is ironic that the
best place for the RIAA to trumpet its message would
probably be to take out an ad on Kazaa or Morpheus.
While the RIAA has not been successful in its
attempt to teach America constitutional law, on the
whole it has been able to focus the public's attention
on the general topic of the legality of file sharing. The
media has served as the industry's mouthpiece, as
industry efforts generally have received significant
63
attention in the press.

that," MPAA President Jack Valenti said in a
news release.6"
While it is common to make comparisons
to the theft of physical objects, the following remark
draws out the analogy in greater detail.
Pirating works online is the same as
shoplifting a videotape, book or record from a
store. Imagine the same situation occurring with
tangible goods that could not be transmitted
over the Internet, such as copying popular
movies onto hundreds of blank tapes and
passing
them out
on every
street

"We
cannot all o w the
the
Internet to bec )m e etsoftware
Home Shoplifting I ' ork79disks
Jet

corner, or

copying
personal

onto blank
and

freely
distributing
t h e m
throughout
the world.
... Few would disagree that such activities are
Co r-Heosha~ing is MeDga Because M illegal and should be prosecuted.We should be
no less vigilant when such activities occur on
is the Same as vhe
the Internet. We cannot allow the Internet to
66
become the Home Shoplifting Network.
Representatives of the arts industry have
As noted earlier, there are two broad
attempted to convince users that file-sharing is
categories of anti-piracy entrepreneurs: the artists
tantamount to theft, as is indicated in the following
themselves on the one hand, and the music labels as
quotes.
represented by the RIAA on the other hand. An
The thing that really [ticks] me off about
important element of the RIAA's efforts has involved
this Napster thing is that they are thieves,
trying to merge its norm entrepreneurial efforts with
period," said Michael Greene, president of
the artists'. Given the low esteem with which the
the National Academy of RecordingArts and
industry is held in some quarters, this attempt to
Sciences."People think they're ripping off the
trade on a greater level of general good will toward
record companies, and who minds ripping
artists is understandable. Thus, it will be important
them off? Maybe what they don't recognize
to the industry that its interests are colorably seen
is when they [use Napster], the artists, the
as aligning with those of artists; otherwise the
studios, the engineers - the entire food chain
industry will be in peril of appearing not only to harm
that's involved in this - is harmed.And we've
the interests of artists but doing so while claiming
got to sensitize people to that fact. 4
to act on behalf of artists, thus opening the industry
With one voice, we band together to
up to the charge of self-serving hypocrisy. The
send a simple and clear message: It is wrong
message that file sharing is illegal because it is the
to build a business that relies on the theft of
same as theft is tied into the message discussed next,
copyrighted materials, and we oppose
which is that artists are victims. It is because file
Napster's business model for doing just
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sharing is theft that artists are victims, victims of
thieves of their MP3s.
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As file-sharing gained prominence as a public
issue, artists began to emerge as norm proselytizers
in favor of the restrictive file-sharing norm. Although
artists were divided among themselves over the
issue of file-sharing, the most vocal discourse and
most passionate activism appeared in favor of the
anti-piracy norm. That artists promoting this norm
were most vociferous is unsurprising: Cass Sunstein's
work has suggested that groups attempting to change
a widespread pattern of behavior are more likely to
employ extreme rhetoric to move public opinion
towards their position. 67 Artists' early efforts to act
as norm proselytizers can be examined in three
overlapping phases, the first of which encompassed
the period between April 2000 and February 2001.
At the beginning of this phase, Metallica and Dr. Dre
led extensive media campaigning efforts and legal
action, and were joined by the newly-formed group
Artists Against Piracy (AAP) in July 2000.68 Artists
mobilized in order to alter the social meaning of the
permissive norm. Their strategy centered on
portraying themselves as victims of digital piracy,
building upon the identification fans felt for their
creative output to engender empathy for their
position. Artists attempted to promote two negative
social meanings for copying: copying as a violation of
creative value, and copying as a violation of property
rights.
The second phase, spanning late 2000
through April 2001, was marked by the breakdown
of cooperation between artists and the recording
industry, as objectives behind reducing digital piracy
sharply diverged. Due to developments in the legal
battle against Napster, and industry reassessments
of how to adapt to the digital distribution model, it
appears that the interests of artists and the industry
became conflicted as artists became increasingly
incensed over the issue of the industry's contract
practices. This phase ended with the dissolution of
Artists Against Piracy, which had received
underwriting from the Recording Industry
Association of America, in April 2001 and the
emergence of the RecordingArtists Coalition (RAC)
as the dominant organization representing artists'
reconfigured priorities, independent of industry
influence.

The third phase, from April 2001 to early
2003, involved norm entrepreneurship efforts by the
Recording Artists Coalition which endeavored to
capitalize upon debate about digital piracy to promote
restructuring of the industry's contract practices,
which are viewed by artists in the RAC as the most
fundamental issue uniting artists of all genres and all
levels of professional success. The RAC relied upon
both legislative action and mobilization of public
support in order to achieve this objective, and in
doing so increasingly alienated the RIAA. As a result,
there has been a marked disintegration of
cooperation between the industry and artists, with
artists increasingly depicting the industry as an enemy.
While the enmity between the RAC and the
RIAA precluded any joint efforts centering on artists'
claims of victimization, the RIAA tried to paper over
this chasm, as during the third phase, the RIAA
continued promoting the message that "artists are
victims" despite the lack of support from artists.
This strategy emphasized widening the scope of
victimization to include all participants in the creative
process. Thus, this phase represents the replacement
of appeals to the bond between artists and fans with
appeals to fans' conceptions of the greater good.
File-sharing was depicted as victimizing not primarily
because it destroys the meaning of creative
expression for artists, but because it reduces
incentives to invest in the creative process in general,
reducing the overall level of creativity that will be
made available in the future.
I. Starving Artists: Victims of Napster Users
By signing with a major label... an artist
garners only a pittance off each record's
sales. And if their music is pirated on the
Web, that's revenue many starving artists
cannot do without.

69

-Noah Stone, Executive DirectorArtists
Against Piracy
It pisses me off that the entire world
believes it's morally OK to rape musicians
of their art and their livelihood.7 °
-Shirley Manson, lead singer, Garbage
Beginning in April 2000, when Metallica
brought the issue of file-sharing to the forefront of
debate in the music community by suing Napster,
artists began to vocalize their positions on file-
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were then blocked from Napster.76 Metallica as a
norm proselytizer therefore achieved some level
of success in using legal means to obstruct adherents
to the permissive file-sharing norm from being able
to act upon their normative preference through use
of the Napster service specifically. Metallica's
success in using legal means to impede file-sharing
behavior was engineered to gain media coverage of
the issue. Metallica acted as a norm proselytizer by
portraying its legal
battle as a crusade
against a morally
wrong activity.
By July 2000,
;tc,lrf f n n
n n~tn-r n-rr; n --'k fk nr_
Metallica
had
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broadened
its
strategy to lobby
Congress
to
regulate file-sharing,
and continued to
use its celebrity
status to secure
extensive coverage
of the proceedings.
Although Metallica
piracy.7' Artists relied upon the claim that file- seems to have won itself a fan in Senator Orrin
sharing without permission or compensation was Hatch, then Chairman of the Senate Judiciary
theft, and focused their efforts on both restricting Committee, it failed to win his support for legislative
file-sharing through the threat of sanctions and by action to curb illegal file-sharing. Hatch concluded
changing the social meaning of file-sharing to for the Senate Judiciary Committee that legislative
72
regulation of file-sharing technology would be
strengthen users' moral compunction.
sharing. Initially, most artists appear to have espoused
Metallica's position, although there were
undercurrents of support for the permissive filesharing norm as well. The summer of 2000
represented the zenith of artist mobilization, as
Artists Against Piracy, which included some of the
most well-known artists in the music business,
augmented Metallica and Dr. Dre's efforts and
embarked upon extensive public attacks on digital

"Although

Metallica seems to have won

Chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee, it failed to win his support for leg-,,
islative action to curb illegal file-sharing.

Metallica initially emerged as the most
publicly visible norm proselytizer for the anti-filesharing norm. Its efforts at altering public behavior
emphasized both legal maneuvering and attempts
to awaken users' moral compunction. In April 2000,
Metallica sued Napster, and named Yale, the
University of Southern California, and Indiana
University as defendants on the grounds that these
schools had permitted their students to use filesharing services to engage in copyright infringing
activities. 73 Napster refused to remove Metallica
songs from its server, on the grounds that such a
practice would expose internet service providers
to enhanced liability, but indicated that it would
instead be willing to eliminate the accounts of users
who had downloaded copyrighted Metallica songs, if
Metallica provided the user names. 74 By the
beginning of May, Metallica had amassed a list of
335,435 names, which were delivered to Napster's
headquarters in paper form. 71 Most of these users

premature. 77 However, the hearings were widely

covered by media sources as well as traditional
newspapers, which intensified public debate about
78
the legitimacy of file-sharing activities.
The emergence of Artists Against Piracy
(AAP) represented the mobilization of a large
number of prominent artists in support of Ulrich's
position. These artists included Aimee Mann, Alanis
Morissette, the Barenaked Ladies, Blink- 182, Bon Jovi,
Bryan Adams, Christina Aguilera, DMX, Dwight
Yoakam, Everclear, Faith Hill, Garth Brooks, Herbie
Hancock, Matchbox 20, Nanci Griffith, Primer 55,
Ronnie Milsap, Saliva, Sarah McLachlan, Shelby Lynne,
Sheryl Crow, Sisqo, and Vertical Horizon. 79 AAP's

strategy as a norm proselytizer appears to have been
to augment the legal and regulatory efforts initiated
by Metallica and the recording industry, by waging a
direct public campaign to change the social meaning
of file-sharing.
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AAP's first ad campaign, in July 2000, was
intended to heighten public consciousness of artist
activism and present a unified front behind Metallica's
position within the recording artist community. The
organization bought full-page ads in five national
newspapers which were unveiled the day of Ulrich's
testimony.8 0 As the legal battle against Napster
dragged on into the fall of 2000,Artists Against Piracy
and Metallica timed the next steps in their media
campaign to coincide with key points in the case.
Napster's appeals court hearing began on October
2, the same day as Artists Against Piracy began its
expanded media campaign. Its efforts to shape
consciousness of the moral nature of file-sharing
continued through a new ad campaign, while it
introduced a new website and began vociferously
promoting its message to college campuses. At the
same time, Metallica and Dr. Dre were also
intensifying pressure on universities through more
punitively oriented means.Their lawyer, Howard King,
sent letters to many major universities strongly
urging them to limit
students access to
Napster, following the
success of the lawsuit
against The
filed
University of Southern
California, Yale, and

Indiana University that
ended with these three

colleges

either

6

Secondly, artists portrayed the theft of intellectual
property as identical to, and therefore equally
immoral as, the theft of physical property. Both of
these arguments attempted to lead fans to identify
with artists' perspectives and recognize the
magnitude of injury perpetuated by file-sharing, in
order to motivate fans to abstain from such
behaviors.
The sense that the meaning attached to
artists' creative output was being distorted by filesharing behavior centered on two objections. First,
artists were morally opposed to file-sharing without
compensation, on the basis that adequate
compensation signified respect for the energy and
labor that an artist put into creating music. Second,
artists protested that file-sharing without consent
destroyed an essential component of the meaning
artists attached to their creative output: the ability
to exercise control over how their creative output
was experienced. '

The who le antiquated hippie notion aboi it music being free is really an ii sult to me, because it imwhat I do is not a real job,
plies
99
)by.
just a hol

restricting or banning
Napster use on their
Artists
campuses.8
Piracy's
Against
university campaign
sought to accomplish
similar results through non-legal action, by
encouraging universities to educate students that
digital piracy is ethically wrong because it entails
8
taking another's output without compensation. 1
AAP also added website features designed to offer a
forum for in-depth discussion of the issues at the
heart of the file-sharing controversy, and generated
83
substantial user response.
AAP, along with Metallica, attempted to
change the social meaning of permissive file-sharing
behaviors by promoting two normative ideas. First,
artists took offense at permissive file-sharing
behavior because it exhibited disrespect for the moral
value artists attached to their creative output.

Artists' moral outrage exhibited a belief that
the correlation between work and compensation
had to be maintained in order to ensure that artists'
creative output was respected and properly
appreciated. Don Henley and other artists argued
that file-sharing without compensation trivialized
music as a profession.85 Henley stated, "Stealing is
stealing. The whole antiquated hippie notion about
music being free is really an insult to me, because it
'8 6
implies that what I do is not a real job, just a hobby."
The ads run by Artists Against Piracy in the fall of
2000 were also aimed at establishing a connection
between creative output and copyright protection.
Ads featured the words "respect," "choice,"
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"sacrifice," "dedication," "music," "practice," or
"creation:' with the 'c' in each word written as the
symbol for copyright, ©.87 In a 30-second MTV spot,
the words appear on the screen, with musical
background by Beck's guitarist, Lyle Workman, as
animated lines pulse in time to the music. According
to Paul Matthaeus, founder of Digital Kitchen, the
firm that designed the ads, "The idea here was to
have the spot be a metaphor for the creative process
and, in so doing, establish an element of empathy
between the public and artists that spend their time
88
and energy creating this music'
The ads also appeared in both major national
newspapers and publications pertaining to the
entertainment industry, such as Rolling Stone, Spin,
YM, and Teen People.89
Both Henley's comments and Artists Against
Piracy's ad campaign attached a connotation to
copyrights that was intended to emphasize the
inseparable link between creativity and compensation.
This meaning stressed traditional legal justifications
for copyright protection, that financial incentives are
necessary to ensuring the social good of an optimal
level of creativity. Henley's statement suggested that
fans who engaged in file-sharing without
compensation to the artists were implicitly opposing
the value of the level of creativity produced by fulltime musicians. Artists Against Piracy's ads also
exposed the concept that copyright protection was
a fundamental component of creativity, by visually
embedding the copyright symbol within each word
associated with the creative process. The resultant
social meaning attached to file-sharing without
compensation by artists was that it criticized the
value of encouraging musicians to pursue their art
professionally. File-sharing without compensation
was therefore construed as behavior exhibiting
general disrespect for the social value of promoting
creativity. The message explicated by Henley and
AAP was that file-sharing participants were enjoying
artists' existing music at the expense of their ability
and desire to produce future songs.
Artists also offered moral objections to filesharing on the grounds that it was done without
consent. They argued that copying without
permission infringed upon their ability to control how
their creative output was experienced, which defined
the value of creative output for some. Norm
proselytization efforts appealed to the bond
experienced between fans and an artists' work to
encourage fans to identify with the sense of

violation voiced by artists whose works had been
pirated. For exampleArtists Against Piracy's first ad
campaign, in July 2000, featured the names of the
artists involved in Artists Against Piracy, and then
the tag line, "if a song means a lot to you, imagine
what it means to us.. .We believe that when our
music is available online our rights should be
respected "' 90 Lars Ulrich of Metallica was perhaps
the most active individual proponent of this claim. 9'
In his July Congressional testimony, Ulrich argued
that the meaning of art is contained in the creator's
ability to control how others experience his work.
Drawing an analogy to traditional artisans, he
observed in the hearing:
But just like a carpenter who crafts a table
gets to decide whether to keep it, sell it or
give it away, shouldn't we have the same
options? My band authored the music which
is Napster's lifeblood.We should decide what
happens to it, not Napster - a company with
no rights in our recordings, which never
invested a penny in Metallica's music or had
anything to do with its creation.The choice
92
has been taken away from us.
This sentiment was also expressed by a multitude
of other artists involved in efforts to alter the social
meaning of file-sharing by emphasizing the immoral
nature of copying without consent.93
Such efforts suggest that one central
mechanism employed by artists as norm
proselytizers was the use of the empathic bond
between fans and an artist's creative output as a
means of inducing fans to identify with the artist's
sense of moral loss as a result of file-sharing. Artists
Against Piracy's ad invited fans to associate their
appreciation of an artist's music with the importance
an artist places upon their creative output, thereby
conceptualizing the level of injury inflicted on artists
when they are deprived of control. According to
Artists Against Piracy's founder and executive
director, Noah Stone, the intent of the ad was to
cause fans to "think about online issues from an artist's
perspective.!"
Lars Ulrich's statements similarly
try to forge a connection between artists' creations
and fans' experience of their works, suggesting that
part of the listening experience, and the value of
creating music, is lost when fans, rather than artists,
decide how an artist's work should be experienced.
Artists emphasizing the immorality of copying
without consent sought to enhance the social
meaning of file-sharing as theft: copying not only
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deprives artists of tangible revenues, but also deprives
artists of the ability to fully enjoy their creative
output, an experience critical to stimulating and
appreciating artistic creativity.
Artists' efforts to portray themselves not
only as financial victims, but as morally wronged ones,
endeavored to expose file-sharing as an activity that
collectively victimized the music community by
depriving all artists of the intangible incentives to
create music. Norm proselytization efforts
emphasizing that the moral dimensions of digital
piracy were aimed at altering the social meaning of
digital piracy. Artists sought to negate connotations
that digital piracy exhibited an intense desire to
experience music with as many like-minded
individuals as possible, thereby enhancing the value
attached to musical expression. Instead, artists
replaced this meaning with one that portrayed digital
piracy as a violation of
artistic expression due
to its nonconsensual
nonand

c o m pe ns at o ry
characteristics.
Ho w e v e r,
artists also depicted
copying as a violation of

property rights: by

users who were university students, to identify with
the band's feelings of victimization. The implicit
parity between intellectual and physical property
meant that viewers were to associate their sense of
injustice and indignity were their dorm room
burglarized with Metallica's similar outrage at having
its music pirated.
2. Starving Artists Pick Their Battles
By the end of October 2000, the situation
under which artists had mobilized against file-sharing
services was rapidly changing: Bertelsmann Music
Group (BMG) had surprised the industry by
announcing plans to convert Napster into a for-profit
subscription service. 97 This move made it apparent
that at least some within the music industry were
embracing adaptation to digital distribution, leading
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ibution would replicate what artistsviewedIas unfair and exploitative contract practices in a new medium. 9
,

without
copying
and
permission
without compensation,
were
file-sharers
engaging in theft.
promoted
Artists
recognition of the
equivalence of intellectual and physical property in
order to heighten fans' ability to correlate digital
piracy with theft. Metallica's skit during the MTV
music video awards, held on September 7, 2000,
represents perhaps the most powerful example. 9
In the skit, the group breaks into a dorm room,
covers the occupant's possessions with Napster
stickers, and carries them out the door, glibly
declaring,"Sharing's only fun when it's not your stuff"
This effort at norm
as they exited. 96
proselytization is indicative of a belief that the
permissive file-sharing norm is perpetuated by the
inability of users to visualize their behavior as theft.
By setting the skit in a dorm room, Metallica
encouraged participants in the permissive filesharing norm, particularly the high proportion of

artists to reassess objectives in mobilizing against
file-sharing. The tone of the comments made by
Artists Against Piracy began to change, reflecting
growing alarm that industry control over digital
distribution would replicate what artists viewed as
unfair and exploitative contract practices in a new
medium. Shortly after the partnership was
announced,Artists Against Piracy's Noah Stone began
voicing concerns that: "Coalitions between filesharing companies and the record labels could
mutate into Internet record clubs. Record labels
could then compel their artists to participate in such
clubs.. .even though artists' royalties on clubs sales
are discounted 50 percent.' 98
Stone also remarked at the beginning of
November 2000 that he envisioned Artists Against
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Piracy as developing into a "musicians' union" where
artists would join forces to tackle issues of contract
negotiations, suggesting that the interests of AAP and
the industry were becoming rapidly divergent. 99
Further evidence that Artists Against Piracy was
beginning to change its emphasis was furnished by
Stone's comments during a panel at the University
of Michigan organized to educate students about
issues involved in file-sharing. Stone then
commented, "All we've said from the beginning is
that we are going to give artists a voice. We never
said we are going to stop piracy," suggesting that the
interests ofArtists Against Piracy no longer centered
on digital piracy but instead artists' rights in a digital
medium." 0
The recognition byArtistsAgainst Piracy that
digital piracy would likely continue because online
services were unlikely to be eradicated appears to
have marked a turning point in the group's strategy
for representing artists' interests. Because online
music appeared to Artists Against Piracy to have
emerged as a permanent fixture, the group's
emphasis turned to securing artists' rights to
compensation in a digital medium, a focus that
continued to criticize Napster but also began
scrutinizing the practices of the music industry.'°'
It appears likely that the prospect of industry control
over digital distribution, as well as acceptance of the
inevitability of digital piracy, caused Artists Against

interests became pitted against those of the
recording industry. When announcing the split
between Artists Against Piracy and the RIAA, Noah
Stone commented,
Artists Against Piracy is about protecting the
artists' rights in a digital space, but some of
these rights are in conflict with the record
industry .... The law right now favors the
labels over the artists in terms of digital
performance rights. We need to keep our
focus on these things. We can't keep our
focus on these things and still find ourselves
having the labels support our agenda. 2
As Artists Against Piracy dissolved as a result
of its altered interests, Stone emerged as the
director of the Recording Artists Coalition (RAC), a
group founded by Don Henley to promote artists'
rights and act as a lobbying organization. Many of
Artists Against Piracy's members also joined the
RAC. 103
3. Starving Artists: Victims of Exploitative
Industry Practices?
"The companies own us.We're like pets. But
you know what? Even pets have rights these
days. So why not us? Everyone else is
organized - actors, cinematographers,
steelworkers, truck drivers. With a union,
we'd have some
leverage to fight
back."
A
--Tr
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Instead, as Artists Again st Piracy began taking steps to influ1I PrP "(nPvAT
legitimate online music distribution
system would function, its interests
became pitted against thz se of the recording industry.
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Piracy to become increasingly unwilling to
cooperate with the RIAA in focusing on educating
the public about digital piracy through free online
services. Instead, as Artists Against Piracy began
taking steps to influence how a legitimate online
music distribution system would function, its
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After
the
dissolution of Artists
Against Piracy in April
2001, the Recording
Coalition
Artists
emerged as a more
coherent, increasingly
vocal critic of industry
practices, and
a
participant in the
debate over file-sharing only insofar as it intersected
with discussion of industry contracts. In particular,
the RAC has attempted to use legislative and legal
battles centering on file-sharing services to focus
on how file-sharing services illuminate the recording
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industry's practices, as well as public events timed
to garner maximum attention for the artists' cause.
The RAC has been particularly effective in
using the issue of digital piracy as a launch pad for
discussing recording industry contracts when called
to testify before Congress and the California state
legislature. When Congress convened a hearing to
discuss file-sharing and digital listening in the
aftermath of the Napster decision, in April 200 1,Don
Henley was asked to represent artists' concerns,
which he summarized as follows:"We want to make
sure that the majors don't control the market so

enforcement, but only if featured recording artists
are not harmed in the process," suggesting that
contract fairness issues had to be resolved before
artists and the industry could feasibly unite against
digital piracy. 07
While the RAC has been extremely visible
in encouraging top-down regulatory or legal action
to address recording industry contract practices, it
has also taken its campaign to the public, using the
clout of its artists to fundraise and increase
awareness of the issue. Artists have increasingly
portrayed themselves as victims of the industry's
contract practices, a
characterization that
has,
perhaps
surprisingly, seemed to
resonate more with
fans. The night before

bb Some of the artists who were at the

Grammys the other nig ht have had
trouble making their rent. Meanwhile, the execs have ] imos waiting outside. ,9
much that there won't be independent Internet
distribution, and we have views on [California's]
seven-year statute." As a result of heightened
awareness of contract practices arising from
discussions of digital piracy, the RAC appears to have
been effective in increasing Congressional scrutiny
of the recording industry. At the time of the hearing,
members of Congress advocated an intense review
of industry practices, and Representative James
Sensenbrenner, then Chairman of the House Judiciary
Committee, suggested that the industry's practices
appeared anticompetitive. I0s
The RAC filed an amicus brief in the Napster
litigation in November 200 1, long after the February
decision that Napster amounted to large-scale
copyright infringement.' °6 The RAC's position was
"steadfastly neutral" on the issue of whether Napster
constituted copyright infringement, and on all other
issues raised by the case. Its brief was solely focused
on the recording industry's characterization of
several of the songs noted as having been made
available on Napster as "work for hire." Perhaps
most significantly, the RAC stated that it
"enthusiastically supports strong copyright law

the

2002

Grammy

artists
Awards,
involved in the RAC
gave a number of
concerts to raise
money
for their
lobbying and legal
efforts. °8
Their
activism
also
significantly undermined the credibility given to
industry anti-piracy speeches given at the Grammys,
and appeared to successfully build upon disdain
for the recording industry to encourage sympathy
for their cause. The following long quote expresses
in strident and defiant terms the deep antagonism
engendered by Greene's haranguing at the
Grammys.
At the Grammys recently, Grammy
chief Michael Greene spent a good six
minutes (more than anyone else on the
show got, including U2) whining about how
fans are ruining music by downloading it and
copying it.
"That very special connection
between the fan and the artist is an
historically important partnership, one which
enriches and entertains the public, motivating
and sustaining the creator" Greene moaned.
"In recent years, industry consolidation
combined with the unbridled advance of the
Internet has created a disturbing disconnect
in our relationship, and trends say it promises
to get worse."
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"This illegal file-sharing and ripping
of music files is pervasive, out of control
and oh so criminal," he whined. "Ripping is
stealing their livelihood one digital file at a
time, leaving their musical dreams haplessly
snared in this World Wide Web of theft and
indifference."
In a way, it's hard to argue with
Greene; if there's anyone who knows about
stealing music from artists, it's the recording
industry."Theft and indifference" is right up
its alley.
But wait, there's more. Stop
downloading now and everything will be OK.
If you just say no, it "will ensure that our
artists reach even higher and, deservedly, get
paid for their inspired work," Greene
concluded.
One of the great ironies of this, of
course, is that a bunch of these artists
Greene is talking about, includingThe Eagles,
Beck, EddieVedderJohn Fogerty, Sheryl Crow,
Stevie Nicks, Tom Petty and Billy Joel,
participated in the Recording Artists
Coalition concerts the night before the

industry has put fans through over the years,
it is easy to understand.
We've paid for this music, and more often
than not, the record executives make more
money than the artist does. Some of the
artists who were at the Grammys the other
night have had trouble making their rent.
Meanwhile, the execs have limos waiting
outside.109
The RAC has enjoyed increasing success in
these efforts, but in doing so, has increased the divide
between artists and the industry, leading the industry
to take the position that artists' claims of
victimization are false. Hilary Rosen recently
commented,"Recording artists are among the richest
people in the world... I don't think disputes over
money are particularly important. This is just rich
people fighting over money."'0
Artists' efforts at norm proselytization, by
this account, appear to have come full circle: after
abandoning active mobilization in favor of the antipiracy norm, artists have mobilized to encourage the
disciplining of the music industry on contract issues.
In denouncing the recording industry, artists appear
to have become, perhaps inadvertently, proponents
of the filesharing
norm.
Artists'

"6Artists began to view coope 'ration with the industry to denounce digital piracy as detrimental to their interests: in a siltuation where the
industry then dominated digital distribution
mechanisms, existing contriact practices could
be easily replicated in a digitallmediurn, preventing artists from capitalizing i pon its potential.

Grammys to raise more than $2 million for
their legal fight against the recording industry
and its unfair practices.
It's hard to support piracy and wholesale
copying of music, but after seeing what the

participation
in

norm

proselytizaton
appears to
have been
short-lived,
then,

as

art ists'
interests

appeared to

harpIy
s
diverge

f r o m
cooperation
with
the
industry
and promotion of an anti-piracy norm. As digital
piracy took a back seat to contract practices as the
most pressing issue uniting artists, artists abandoned
efforts at norm proselytization for the anti-piracy
norm, and, in some cases, saw the permissive norm
as more conducive to promoting contract reform.
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Industry developments, particularly signs that the
industry would move into digital distribution rather
than eradicating it completely, appear to at least
partially explain why artists reprioritized their
interests. Artists began to view cooperation with
the industry to denounce digital piracy as
detrimental to their interests: in a situation where
the industry then dominated digital distribution
mechanisms, existing contract practices could be
easily replicated in a digital medium, preventing artists
from capitalizing upon its potential. While it
appears that the premise of work meriting
compensation, which underpinned justifications for
the anti-piracy norm, was initially more consistent
with artists' overall objectives, increasing acrimony
between the industry and artists seems to have led
artists to conclude that anti-industry activism would
better serve their cause. To this end, artists were
able to seize upon the rhetoric of the permissive
norm, particularly the argument that digital piracy
did not hurt artists because industry exploitation of
artists prevented them from making revenues from
CDs. As a result, artists in the RAC have altered
their positions on digital piracy, from moral
indignation against file-sharing services to a position
of neutrality, in order to channel discussion of digital
piracy into mobilization against the industry's
contract practices.
This divergence of interests may explain why
several of the most vocally anti-Napster artists
publicly reversed their stances. At an April 2001
Congressional hearing, coinciding with the growing
prominence of the Recording Artists Coalition as
the primary organization representing artists, Alanis
Morissette, who had appeared in several of Artists
Against Piracy's ads, noted that her position had
changed. She stated,"For the majority of artists, this
so-called 'piracy' may have actually been working
in their favor."' " Don Henley's position on digital
piracy also shifted. Although he had identified filesharing without compensation as a challenge to
continued respect for professional musicians in
August 2000, Henley later modified his position, and
that of the RAC, to advocate an artist's right to
determine on an individual basis whether to permit
'2
his work to be freely shared.
The most plausible explanation for artists'
public reversal of their stances is not simply that
they were convinced by the volume of file-sharing
and profit potential that digital piracy was not a
pernicious trend. The reversed stance on digital

piracy was coupled with efforts by the RAC to build
consensus among artists that their core interest was
to oppose unfair industry contract practices, in a
digital medium and otherwise. It appears that artists,
led by the Recording Artists Coalition, determined
that resolving the issue of contracts had to precede
any joint efforts between artists and the music
industry to curb illicit digital copying. Otherwise, it
was feared that control of digital distribution would
allow the recording industry to continue practices
that artists widely considered unfair. ' 3 Recent
comments by Morissette suggest that artists began
viewing online distribution as a means of breaking a
recording industry monopoly to empower
themselves. She stated,
This new technology is threatening the
bottleneck monopoly of record companies.
I just bless the Internet for coming onto the
scene and shining all this light on analog-era
recording contracts.' 4
Artists' interests changed as public and
industry attitudes to file-sharing produced
modifications in behavior: instead of being willing to
back industry anti-piracy efforts, artists became
unwilling to cooperate until they had first made
progress towards reform of the contract system,
without which they would be unable to benefit from
the advantages of online distribution.
The argument made by fans in response to
artists' claims of victimization, that artists weren't
injured by piracy since they were rarely recipients
of CD royalties, '" appears particularly significant in
explaining why artists may have recognized a tension
between anti-piracy mobilization and protests against
exploitative industry contracts. Typical comments
from fans as to why they felt that digital piracy was
not injurious to artists included statements such as,
"Come on, if you watch 'Behind the Music,' you
always hear how bands got [ripped off] by their
record company. So how am I hurting them?" ' 16 In
order to credibly claim that they were victims of
piracy, artists were being publicly pressed to
demonstrate that they received significant royalties
from CDs and that their CD sales were being
undermined." 7 However, any such evidence would
undercut artists' claims about the exploitative
contract practices of the recording industry. It
appears plausible that artists' interest in mobilizing
against contract practices, when presented as
incompatible with opposition to digital piracy, led
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them to abandon or reverse their opposition to
file-sharing services.
The alienation of artists from their cause has
precipitated a shift in the record industry's norm
entrepreneurial strategy. First, RIAA statements have
broadened the scope of victimization claims to
encompass everyone involved in the creative
process rather than focusing solely on artists. Hilary
Rosen commented in her February 2002 testimony
before Congress,
Piracy is not a private offense; it hurts
everyone by diminishing the incentive to
invest in the creation of music... It should
not therefore be viewed as a crime only

the author" is "fundamentally fair," the RIAA
implores website visitors to protect artists in order
to uphold a core value. In reality, the recording
company, rather than the artist, predominantly
holds the copyright; however, the vague language of
the website obfuscates this distinction completely.
By mentioning Don Henley and Sheryl Crow as
artists "fighting for their rights" immediately prior to
citing Poe's statement that copyright is essential to
facilitating artists' existence as professionals, the
website conveys the misimpression that the RAC
is mobilizing to counter copyright infringement,
when in fact it is mobilizing against the RIAA and
recording industry's contract practices. 120
Considering
the last three
subsections as
a whole, it
appears that
the efforts of
the RIAA to coopt artists into
serving as the
bearers of its
anti-piracy
message
appear to have
largely
backfired. In
sum, none of
the
RIAA's
efforts examined in this Part have provided much
reason to expect that the RIAA is likely to have
been successful in shifting conformers away from
the permissive norm.

"The alienation of artists from
their cause has precipitated a
shift in the record industry's
norm entrepreneurial strategy.

against authors, performers, composers,
musicians, record companies, distributors,
wholesalers and retailers, but against each
8
of us.''
Rosen's description of the effects of digital
piracy seem to underlie a belief that file-sharing
participants engage in such behavior because they
are unable to realize the larger societal impacts of
their actions, nor do they realize that their shortterm pursuit of self-interest ultimately eliminates the
availability of creative expression. Thus, the recording
industry has behaved as a norm entrepreneur that
has attempted to shift users' decision calculus by
contextualizing file-sharing behavior in terms of the
greater good.' 19
Second, the RIAA's website remarkably
proposes that the RIAA is in favor of copyright
protection so that artists can retain control of their
work. In emphasizing that copyright is important
because "granting control of the creative work to

Ill. Conclusion
The above discussion showed in some detail
the manner by which norm entrepreneurs
sought to, but failed in their efforts to switch the
general public from its widespread adherence to
the permissive file sharing norm to a norm whereby
the property rights of digital copyright owners
would be respected. As the discussion indicated,
there appear to be a number of contributing factors
that led to this failure. Clearly,for example, the music
industry might be legitimately accused of making
missteps in its handling of its relationships with artists,
as this mishandling appears to have turned the

While

"How we are to understandtl,is significant
new legal effort? In particul doesitrepresent a break with the indus rys revious
efforts at norm entreprenet Irship or are
a'these efforts both elements c a larger
f el
proach? 9
artists against the record labels. The industry also
appears to have failed to put itself in the normative
shoes of file sharers, as it were, in order to be able to
adequately appreciate and therefore adequately
respond to the moral outlook on file sharing held
by file sharers. Alternatively, it may have been the
case that while the industry made missteps,
nevertheless norm entrepreneurship is simply not
strong enough medicine to deal with such a
powerfully held norm. At the end of the day, it may
simply be that the vast majority of file sharers
continue to see file sharing under non-commercial
conditions as permissible private use, or a venial act
at worst. At approximately the same time as it was
becoming clear to the music industry that it was
failing in its efforts to shift norms, the industry
launched an aggressive legal campaign of a type
beyond its previous efforts, namely, the music
industry began a major effort to sue file sharers
directly. Since April 2003, the industry has engaged
in repeated waves of infringement lawsuits. No new
legal rule, legal theory or material fact had emerged
that made these lawsuits more legally promising
than in the past. The question arises as to how we
are to understand this significant new legal effort. In
particular, does it represent a break with the
industry's
previous
efforts
at
norm
entrepreneurship or are these efforts both
elements of a larger approach? Suing large numbers
of one's current and potential customers is clearly a
troubling practice for any enterprise, for it is hard to
imagine how this could do anything other than
create significant ill will. On the other hand, the
industry may be willing to suffer such ill will if the
end result is a shift in the dominant norm from one
that permits file sharing, to one that encourages
respect for copyright holders' exclusive rights.

it is

beyond the scope of
this article, in asequel I

will

examine

the

industry's continued
norm
at
efforts
entrepreneurship in
conjunction with its

lawsuits. It appears that
efforts to change the

moral stature of file
sharing may serve
purposes
other
besides the early
intended purpose of changing the public moral
perception of file sharing. I will suggest that one
such purpose is to provide moral legitimacy for its
lawsuits. If one is going to sue one's customers and
one has any hope of retaining them as customers,
one would do well to justify one's actions to the
public to the extent that that is possible.
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The Internet offers music lovers
virtually limitless possibilities. Digital
technology brings music to a wider public,
affords niche artists access to their
audiences, makes our vast musical heritage
widely available, and distributes old, new
and unusual music at affordable prices.
Unfortunately, the Internet also gives music
pirates a new weapon.
Within the Internet culture of
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are the biggest victims, and ultimately
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Today, in the recording industry, singers Willie
Nelson, Johnny Cash, Sheryl Crow, Don Henley,
Bonnie Raitt, and many others, are fighting for their
rights. In the music business, stars are made not born,
and it takes plenty of hard work to make it. Poe cut
her debut album, "Hello," in 1995. She knows the
value of a copyright,"Copyright protects the creative
process ....It's rough out there ....
There is nothing

more inspiring to creativity than independence and
that requires protection. If you're an artist that can do
something nobody else can, you need to know that
your work will not be diluted or mass produced."
It's as simple as that.

